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&#147;[The books] give a succinct overview of...architecture and interior design styles...Color

photographs showing classic and contemporary examples...captioned with tips on how these

touches can be incorporated into todayâ€™s home [are included]....This series...will be useful in

professional and school design libraries.â€•&#151;Library Journal.Â &#147;Good value. Designed to

spark...the imagination...[with] well-illustrated views of both interiors and

exteriors.â€•&#151;Veranda.From the Taj Mahal to modest dwellings made of mud or wood, India is

a world rich in color, texture, and style--and these dazzling full-color images of the country's

architecture and interior design elements focus on just those aspects easily adaptable to Western

homes. Every photo provides a wealth of inspiration for totally redoing your house or simply giving a

room an Indian flair. Tour traditional and contemporary Indian homes to see how their extraordinarily

vivid palettes--bright baby blues and pinks enhanced with favorite images, sophisticated

combinations such as the saffron and plum of Buddhist monks, or the sober, rich hue of deep, pure

indigo--can infuse your walls, furnishings, shutters, or doorways with India style. Feel the power and

excitement of the carved wooden furniture, hammered brass bowls, Mughal miniatures, magnificent

silk textiles, and time-ripened antique rugs. Then bring the passion and diversity of India to bear on

your own exotic retreat.
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This book is excellent for those seeking to add a little Indian Influence into the room. Most pictures

focus on living room or bedroom areas. However, there are ideas for almost every area. One thing I

admired about this book was the use of various color schemes. They show ideas for bold colors like

blues and purples and other room designs for quiter elegance such as cremes and beiges. There is

something for everyone with a little fondness of Indian Style!

This book has beautiful photographs of both interiors and exteriors. Most elements of this style, as

shown in this book, can be translated by people wanting to incorporate India style into their home.

The book tells you which design elements in each photo represent India Style. This book brings

India style into the present while still paying homage to the past.Like other books in the Architectual

& Design Library series, this book is great for people who are just starting to explore a style and/or

people who want to add a book representative of a style to their collection.I recommend this book to

everyone.

I love "India Style". This book is really a fantastic book about incorporating Indian design into almost

every home. I found a lot of inspiration here. It is currently the best book on Indian decorating that I

own. The photographs are beautiful and colorful, and the text is informative and engaging. I

especially liked the fact that homes from all walks of Indian life were featured, not just palaces and

luxury hotels. There are also photos of non-Indian homes where the owners have been influenced

by Indian design and really allowed their imagination to run wild.The only drawback to buying this

book I've found is that I now have the irresistable urge to paint my house in bright colors and hop a

plane to India to go on a shopping spree. Consider yourself warned!
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